
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 
Carbon Charger Stand FIRST EDITION 

MAX-04-001

! IMPORTANT - READ BEFORE USE !
Before you start assembling or use any MXLR product via the product specific manual, you 

must read and understand the "GENERAL & SAFETY PRECAUTIONS".

Usage / Functions:

#1 First we get an overview about the parts of the Carbon Charger Stand. Following parts are included: 
1x Lower Plate 
1x Top Plate (with MXLR FIRST EDITION badge)
4x Carbon Rod with alloy ends
4x M3x8 Roundhead screw
4x M3x16 Flathead screw
4x 3x3mm O-Ring

#1 Use both wrenches with the laser engraved ST38 section to tight / untight the ST38 nuts of the Awesomatix universal driveshafts.

- better organization of charger equipment on your pit table
- generates more room on your pit table as power supply and charger will be stacked up 

- helps to improve the wire management of charger and power supply
- perfect sized cutouts in the Top Plate for XT60 / XT90 plugs

- encourages a more professional look of your pit gear



#2 For the assembly you need a 2mm Hex Driver. This tool is NOT included in the set. 
In the first step we need the Top Plate and the Carbon Rods, plus the M3x8 roundhead screws.

#3 Attach the Carbon Rods on the lower side of the Top Plate with the M3x8 roundhead screws like shown below.



#4 Install all four Carbon Rods.

#5 In order to attach the Lower Plate, flip the Top Plate with the attached Carbon Rods around. 
Now you can easily place the Lower Plate. Make sure about the correct orientation! 
Flat side of both the plates should match.



#6 To attach the Lower Plate you have to use following assembly: 
M3x16 Flathead Screw --> Alloy Spacer (foot) --> 3x3mm O-Ring

#7 Use again your 2mm Hex Driver (not included) to screw the parts together.
Be gentle! Do not tight the screws fully! The O-Ring has the purpose to help leveling the Stand on your table.



#8 Attach the screws in all four corners to finish the assembly.

#9 Depending on the flatness of the assembly or the ground you will place it, it can be needed to level the Stand via 
the lower side screws. The O-Ring between the Plate and the Alloy Spacer allows a few milimeters adjustment.
You can either squeeze them more by tightening the screws, or release the screw to get the corner higher.



#10 After you leveled the Charger Stand via the lower side screw --> You are READY! 
Next up place your charger gear in the stand and shine at the race track!

Thanks for you purchase!
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